
2021 3rd Party Compliance Program- Q&A 
 

PPP  

What is an acceptable form of customer identification? government-issued 

picture identification such as: Passport, Driver’s License, State Identification, or 

Military Identification 

Does a customer’s identity need to be verified for a PPP lease 

transaction? YES 

When should a copy of the lease be printed and provided to the 

customer? Anytime a customer requests a copy 

What should be done if the Progressive lease will not print? stop the 

transaction and contact Progressive’s merchant support for Cricket at 844-772-

7425 

Can the representative ever assist the customer in entering information on 

the tablet? NO 

Can the representative attempt to explain the lease terms to the 

customer? No, they can only tell the customer: 

a. Progressive must approve the lease,  

b. the customer can lease up to 5 devices and up to 5 accessories with an 

initial lease payment of $49.99 

c. at least one phone costs $149.99 or more  

d. customer has no obligation to purchase the leased items 

e. Progressive provides flexible payment options including early 90 day buy 

out option 

f. The customer will own their devices and accessories after they make all 

payments due to Progressive, and if the customer has additional questions 

about lease terms, tell them to call Progressive Customer Care at 877-898-

1970? 

Can the representative accept the lease disclosures or sign the lease on 

the customer’s behalf? NO 

What should the representative do if the customer has questions about 

the application or lease? Instruct the customer to call Progressive Customer 

Care at  877-898-1970 or provide a copy of the brochure. 



What is the lease payment amount collected by the store? Only the initial 

lease payment of $49.99 (CA:up to $49.99), all subsequent payments are made 

to Progressive 

What is the lease policy during the first termination 7 days? Return the 

phone and accessories to Cricket for full refund 

What is the lease termination policy beginning day 8? Return the phone and 

accessories to progressive without a refund 

What kinds of lease payment options does a customer have? flexible 

weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly payment options, including early 90 day buy out 

option 

 

Cricket Protect  

When do you provide a customer with a Cricket Protect brochure? 

Whenever the customer enrolls in Cricket Protect or Cricket Protect Plus, and if a 

Spanish speaking customer provide a Spanish language brochure 

What is the monthly cost of Cricket Protect? Cricket Protect: $8 per month 

per device Cricket Protect Plus:  $11 per month per device 

Is there an additional cost to file a claim? Yes, customers pay a deductible 

based on the device/model when filing a claim.  They can find specific 

deductible amounts in Cricket exceed, job aids or phoneclaim.com/cricket. $10 

- $250 deductible, depending on device 

Are there any limitations on how many claims a customer can file? 3 

claims per consecutive 12-month period, maximum replacement value of $2,500 

per occurrence (Rep needs to know where to find deductibles by device with 

job aid, using insight, phone claim.com or promo price list 

Is insurance available as a stand-alone purchase instead of the full Cricket 

Protect? Yes, we are required to make this available to New York customers, 

and they can enroll by calling care. The standalone Protect is $5.25 per month 

and does not cover lost or theft. The standalone Warranty is $3.75 per month. The 

standalone Protect Plus is $5.50 per month. The standalone Cricket Protect Plus 

Warranty is$3.50, and the standalone MyExpert support is $3.00 per month. 

Where are the Terms and Conditions of Cricket Protect located in case 

the customer wants to view them prior to purchase or at any time? The 

T&C’s can be found on phoneclaim.com/cricket.  



How does the customer receive a copy of the Cricket Protect terms and 

conditions? Customers that enroll will also receive a copy in the mail 

 

CPNI  

How is a customer’s identity verified before accessing their account in 

aktivate? PIN, Security Question, or Government Issues Photo ID (Photo ID must 

be of the person in store and name on the ID must match the account name) 

When should a consent disclosure be provided to the customer? ALWAYS 

read the customer the CPNI disclosure before offering a product or service 

What should be done if the customer calls the store asking for help that 

requires accessing their account in aktivate? Refer the customer to customer 

support at 1-800-CRICKET or ask them to visit your store in person 

What should the representative do if the customer does not know their PIN 

and wants to conduct a transaction? Ask for their security question 

Who can validate with a photo id? Photo ID must be of the person in store 

and name on the ID must match the account name 

What forms of ID are accepted for account name verification? 
Government Issues Photo ID, any from the list are acceptable: Driver’s License, 

U.S. Passport, U.S. Government ID. State ID, Military ID, Alien Registration Receipt 

card with photo (INS Form I-151 or U-551), Employment Authorization Document 

with photo (INS form I-688B) 

At what level are multi-line accounts authenticated and who can make 

changes to multi-line accounts? Multi-line accounts are authenticated at the 

account level NOT at the individual line level. Anyone with proper authentication 

can make changes to a multi-line account 

Affirm 

What is Affirm Financing? Credit based financing with monthly payments over 

time 

What is the required information needed to apply for Affirm Financing? 
Name, Email, Last 4 SSN, DOB, US Mobile Number 

How does a customer apply for Affirm Financing? Apply for Affirm Financing 

by going to m.affirm.com/cricket 



Can you use Affirm in the store? If so, how is it done? Yes. Customer should 

apply for the full purchase amount including tax. After receiving approval, the 

customer should download the affirm app to their phone and add the Affirm 

virtual card to their digital wallet and tap to pay with Apple/Google Pay using the 

NFC reader 

What kind of lease payment terms does a customer have with Affirm? Up to 

24 months for eligible customers 

What interest/Multiplier applies to Affirm? 0%-30% APR 

 


